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We prove a characterization of the support of the law of the solution for a stochastic wave equation
with two-dimensional space variable, driven by a noise white in time and correlated in space. The
result is a consequence of an approximation theorem, in the convergence of probability, for equations
obtained by smoothing the random noise. For some particular classes of coef®cients, approximation in
the L p-norm for p > 1 is also proved.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
In this paper we characterize the topological support of the law of the solution to the





u(t, x)  ó (u(t, x))F(dt, dx) b(u(t, x)), u(0, x)  u0(x), @u
@ t
(0, x)  v0(x)
(1:1)
where (t, x) 2 [0, 1[3R2. In this equation F(t, x) is a generalized Gaussian ®eld with
covariance
E(F(t, x)F(s, y))  ä(t ÿ s) f (jxÿ yj), (1:2)
where ä denotes the Dirac delta function and f is a continuous function on ]0, 1[ satisfying
an integrability condition made precise in assumption (C1) below. In addition, the functional
J : D (R3) 3 D (R3)! R given by









dyj(t, x) f (jxÿ yj)ø(t, y)
is positive de®nite. With these hypotheses the process fF(t, x), (t, x) 2 [0, 1[3R2g exists.
We consider the mild formulation of (1.1). Let
S(t, x)  1
2ð
(t2 ÿ jxj2)ÿ1=21fjxj, tg;
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S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)[ó (u(s, y))F(ds, dy) b(u(s, y))ds dy]: (1:3)
Consider the following set of assumptions on the elements de®ning (1.3):
(C1) There exist â 2 (0, 1), r0 . 0, such that, for 0 , t , r0, t
0




(C2) u0 : R
2 ! R is of class C 1 and bounded with â=2(1 â)-HoÈlder continuous partial
derivatives, and v0 : R
2 ! R is such that jv0j  j=u0j 2 Lq0 for some q0 2]4, 1].
(C3) ó , b : R! R are globally Lipschitz functions.
Equation (1.3) was solved by Dalang and Frangos (1998) up to some small time t0 . 0. In a
previous paper (Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ 1999), we proved that, assuming (C1), (C2) and (C3),
equation (1.3) has a unique solution on [0, T ] 3 R2 for any T . 0. Moreover, the trajectories
of u are ã-HoÈlder continuous in (t, x) 2 [0, T ] 3 K for every ã 2 (0, â=2(1 â)) and every
compact subset K of R2.





dyjj(x)j f (jxÿ yj)jj(y)j,1,







dyj(x) f (jxÿ yj)ø(y),
and let ~H denote the completion of E . Set H  L2([0, T ], ~H); notice that H and ~H need not




















jj(t, x)j  sup
t, t92[0,T ]
x,x92K
t 6 t9,x 6x9
jj(t, x)ÿ j(t9, x9)j
(jt ÿ t9j  jxÿ x9j)ã : (1:5)
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We prove in Section 2 that the support of the law of fu(t, x), (t, x) 2 [0, T ] 3 Kg is the
closure with respect to the norm k:kã,K of the set of functions fÖh, h 2 Hg, where
fÖh(t, x), (t, x) 2 [0, T ] 3 Kg is the solution of (1.4). The proof is based on an
approximation result for equations more general than (1.3) constructed by smoothing the
random noise F(t, x). We refer the reader to Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1994a; 1994b) and Bally
et al. (1995) for a presentation of the method and applications to stochastic differential and
stochastic partial differential equations.
In the framework of stochastic partial differential equations, the regularization of the
noise raises technical dif®culties connected with the explosion of the corresponding integral
(see, for instance, Bally et al. 1995). This problem does not appear here for the following
reasons. The noise F is smoother than space-time white noise. On the other hand, the
integrability condition (C1) and Lemma A.1 in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999) yield
ì(t) < Ctâ1
(see (A.2) and (A.11) below). This fact prevents explosions, as is made explicit in the proofs.
We now introduce some preliminaries and notation used throughout this paper. Let
fej, j 2 Ng be a sequence of functions of E which is a complete orthonormal system of ~H






ej(x)F(ds, dx), j 2 N, t 2 [0, T ]: (1:6)
Clearly fWj, j 2 Ng is a sequence of independent Brownian motions.
Let H be the separable Hilbert space of functions k : [0, T ]! RN such that T
0
P1







Notice that the mapping
J : H !H
j 7! (hj(s, ), ej()i~H ) j2N (1:7)
provides an isometry between H and H .
Let F t  ó (F([0, s] 3 A); 0 < s < t, A 2 B (R2)), t > 0: For any F t-predictable









hj(s, ), ej()i~H Wj(ds), (1:8)
t 2 [0, T ], so that the stochastic integral with respect to the martingale measure F can also be
viewed as a stochastic integral with respect to the in®nite-dimensional Gaussian process
fWj(t), t 2 [0, T ], j 2 Ng. We introduce smooth approximations of F constructed as follows.
Fix n 2 N and let P n be the partition of [0, T ] determined by iT=2n, i  0, 1, . . . , 2n.
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Denote by Äi the interval [iT=2n, (i 1)T=2n) and by jÄij its length. We write Wj(Äi) for
the increment Wj((i 1)T=2n)ÿ Wj(iT=2n), i  0, . . . , 2n ÿ 1. De®ne
W n  W nj 
:
0
_W nj (s)ds, j 2 N
 
, (1:9)
where, for j . n,
_W nj  0,
and, for 1 < j < n,
_W nj (t) 
X2 n
i1
2nTÿ1Wj(Äiÿ1)1Äi (t) if t 2 [2ÿnT , T ],






_W nj (t)ej(x): (1:11)
It is easy to check that almost surely, ùn 2 H and, more precisely,
kùnkL p(Ù; H) < Cn1=22n=2, 8p 2 [1, 1): (1:12)
Indeed, ®x p 2 [2, 1); then











Moreover, for any 0 < t1 < t2 < T, similar computations imply
kùn1[ t1, t2]kL p(Ù; H) < Cn1=22n=2jt2 ÿ t1j1=2: (1:13)
Let ( Ù, F , P) be the canonical space associated with a standard Brownian motion. Denote
by (Ù, F , P) the product space ( ÙN, F 
N, P
N), which will be our reference probability
space.
Set k(t)   t
0
k(s)ds for k 2H . For any integer n > 1, let T kn denote the transformation
of Ù de®ned by
T kn(ù)  ù k ÿ W n(ù): (1:14)
Notice that T kn(ù)  ù
 :
0
jn(s, ù)ds, where fjn(t, ù), t 2 [0, T ]g is an H -valued process
adapted to the ®ltration generated by fWj(t), t 2 [0, 1], j 2 Ng. Therefore, by Girsanov's
theorem, P(T kn)
ÿ1  P. This fact will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the characterization of the
support by means of an approximation in probability. In Section 3 we prove approximations
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in L p-norm under stronger hypotheses on the coef®cients. As usual, all constants are
denoted by C, regardless of their values.
2. Approximation in probability and support theorem
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result:
Theorem 2.1. Assume (C1)±(C3), ®x a compact set K  R2 and let fu(t, x), t 2 [0, T ],
x 2 Kg be the solution of (1.3). Then for any ã 2 (0, â=2(1 â)) the topological support of
the law of u in the space C ã([0, T ] 3 K) of ã-HoÈlder continuous functions in (t, x) is given
by the closure in C ã([0, T ] 3 K) of the set of functions fÖh, h 2 Hg, where
fÖh(t, x), t 2 [0, T ], x 2 Kg is the solution of (1.4).
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of an approximation result, concerning
convergence in probability, for an equation more general than (1.3).
More precisely, let us introduce the following hypothesis:
(C39) The coef®cients A, B, D, b : R! R are globally Lipschitz functions.
Then we consider the evolution equations





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)A(X n(s, y))F(ds, dy)






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X n(s, y))dsdy, (2:1)





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)(A B)(X (s, y))F(ds, dy)





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X (s, y))ds dy, (2:2)
where n > 1, A, B, D, b satisfy (C39), h 2 H , ùn is de®ned in (1.11) and
X 0(t, x) 

R2







Our aim is to prove the following:
Proposition 2.1. Assume (C1), (C2) and (C39). For any ã 2 (0, â=2(1 â)), ç. 0 and every
compact set K  R2,
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lim
n!1P(kXn ÿ Xkã,K . ç)  0, (2:4)
where k:kã,K has been de®ned in (1.5).
We ®rst show that Theorem 2.1 is an easy consequence of this proposition.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume that Proposition 2.1 has been proved. For n > 1, set






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(un(s, y))ds dy, (2:5)





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)ó (vn(s, y))F(ds, dy)






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(vn(s, y))ds dy: (2:6)
Clearly, equations (2.5) and (2.6) are particular cases of (2.1), while equations (1.3) and (1.4)
are particular cases of (2.2), obtained by choosing A  D  0, B  ó and A  D  ó ,
B  ÿó , respectively.
Moreover, un  Öùn . Given h 2 H , set k  J (h), where J is the isometry de®ned in
(1.7). Then, by (1.8), equation (2.6) can be rewritten as follows:

















S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(vn(s, y))ds dy,
with _W nj de®ned in (1.10). Therefore, v
n(ù)  u  T kn(ù), where T kn is the absolutely
continuous transformation on Ù de®ned by (1.14).
The convergence (2.4) implies, for any ç. 0,
lim
n!1 P(kÖ




n)ÿÖhkã,K . ç)  0:
These two convergences yield the characterization of the support stated in Theorem 2.1 (see,
for instance, Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1994a; or 1994b). Indeed, since ùn 2 H , the ®rst
convergence implies that the support of u in C ã([0, T ] 3 K) is included in the closure of
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fÖh : h 2 Hg. Since ùn is adapted, P  (T hn)ÿ1  P; the second convergence yields the
converse inclusion. h
The question of the existence and uniqueness of a solution to equations (2.1) and (2.2) is
solved in Lemma A.1, which is a slight extension of Theorem 1.2 in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ
(1999). We remark that the existence of a solution X n to (2.1) as well as upper estimates of
X n require some localization, due to the term involving ùn which has an unbounded H-
norm. For this reason we localize ùn as follows: for any positive integer n, M 2 N and
t 2 [0, T ], set














Fix á. (2 ln 2)1=2 and, for every n . 0, set
M(n)  á2n=2 n1=2 (2:9)
and
An(t)  An,M(n)(t): (2:10)




Proof. Let Z denote an N (0, 1) random variable. Then
P(An(T )















Remark 2.1. Due to (2.8), on the set An(T ) we have
kùnkH < Cn2n=2 (2:11)
and, for any 0 < t < t9 < T, on An(t9) we have
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kùn1[ t, t9]kH < Cn2n=2jt9ÿ tj1=2: (2:12)
In particular, if [t, t9]  Äi for some i  0, . . . , 2n ÿ 1, on An(t9) we have
kùn1[ t, t9]kH < Cn: (2:13)
Lemma A.1 yields the existence and uniqueness of the solution X n to (2.1) and Remark
2.2 shows that the trajectories of Xn almost surely have ã-HoÈlder continuous trajectories for
ã, â=2(1 â); since X is a particular case of Xn, it also has ã-HoÈlder continuous
trajectories.
Our next purpose is to check that the sequence of processes Yn(t, x) : X n(t, x) ÿ
X (t, x), n > 1, satis®es the requirements of Lemma A.2. To this end, we introduce some
notation and prove several lemmas. For any n > 1, t 2 [0, T ], set
t n  max fk2ÿnT ; k  1, . . . , 2n ÿ 1 : k2ÿnT < tg,
tn  max ftn ÿ 2ÿnT , 0g, (2:14)





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)A(X n(s, y))F(ds, dy)
 hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X n(:, ))1[0, tn](:), ùniH






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X n(s, y))ds dy, (2:15)





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)(A B)(X (s, y))F(ds, dy)






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X (s, y))ds dy: (2:16)
For convenience' sake, we do not write explicitly the fact that the process Xÿ depends on n.
In what follows, k k p denotes the L p(Ù)-norm.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that conditions (C1), (C2) and (C39) hold. Then, for any p 2 [1, 1)
and every integer n > 1,
sup
(s,x)2[0,T]3R2
kX (s, x)ÿ Xÿ(s, x)k p < C2ÿn(â1)=2 (2:17)
and





kX ÿ(s, x)k p <1: (2:18)
Proof. Set kX (t, x)ÿ Xÿ(t, x)k pp < C
P3
i1Vi(t, x), with










V2(t, x)  E(hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )D(X (:, ))1( tn, t](:), hiH j p),










Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities, along with (A.15) and (A.11), yield
V1(t, x) < Cì(t ÿ tn) p=2 1 sup
( t,x)2[0,T ]3R2
E(jX (t, x)j p)
 !
< C2ÿn(â1) p=2,
with ì(t ÿ tn) given by (A.2).
The Cauchy-Schwarz and HoÈlder inequalities imply
V2(t, x) < Ckhk pHì(t ÿ tn) p=2 1 sup
( t,x)2[0,T ]3R2
E(jX (t, x)j p)
 
< C2ÿn(â1) p=2:
Finally, HoÈlder's inequality implies, for í(t) de®ned by (A.3):










E(jX (t, x)j p)
0@ 1A
< Cí(t ÿ tn) p < C2ÿ2np,
which completes the proof of (2.17). Finally, (2.18) is a straightforward consequence of
(A.15) and (2.17). h
Consider the Picard iteration scheme associated with (2.1):
X 0n(t, x)  X 0(t, x),





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)A(X kn(s, y))F(ds, dy)






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X kn(s, y))ds dy, k > 0: (2:19)
For any 0 < r < t < T and every integer k > 0, set
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X 0n(t, r; x)  X 0(t, x),





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)A(X kn(s, y))F(ds, dy)
 hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X kn(:, ))1[0,r](:), ùniH






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X kn(s, y))ds dy, (2:20)
X k1n (t, x)  X k1n (t, tn; x): (2:21)
Notice that X kn(t, t; x)  X kn(t, x).




E(jX kn(s, y)ÿ X kn(s, y)j p1An(s)) < Cn p2ÿn(1â) p=2
3 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2












Proof. Consider the decomposition
E(jX kn(t, x)ÿ X kn(t, x)j p1An( t)) < C
X4
i1
T k,in (t, x), (2:24)
with










T k,2n (t, x)  E hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X kÿ1n (:, ))1( tn, t](:), ùniH
  p1An( t) ,
T k,3n (t, x)  E hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )D(X kÿ1n (:, ))1( tn, t](:), hiH
  p1An( t) ,
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The local property of stochastic integrals, the inclusion An(s)  An(t) for s < t,
Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities and (A.11) yield
T k,1n (t, x) < Cì(t ÿ tn) p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)j p1An(s))
" #
< C2ÿn(â1) p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)j p1An(s))
" #
: (2:25)
The Cauchy-Schwarz and HoÈlder inequalities, along with (2.13) and (A.11), imply
T k,2n (t, x) < E[kùn1[ tn, t]1An( t)k pHkS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X kÿ1n (:, ))1[ tn, t](:)1An( t)k pH ]
< Cn p2ÿn(1â) p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)j p1An(s))
" #
: (2:26)
Similarly, using (A.3) for the last inequality, we have
T k,3n (t, x) < Ckhk pH 2ÿn(1â) p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)j p1An(s))
" #
, (2:27)
T k,4n (t, x) < C2
ÿ2np 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)j p1An(s))
" #
: (2:28)
Thus (2.24)±(2.28) conclude the proof of (2.22).
Similar computations can be carried out to prove upper estimates of the p moments of





E[(jX kn(s, x)ÿ X n(s, x)j p  j X kn(s, x)ÿ Xÿn (s, x)j p)1An(s)]  0: (2:29)
Therefore, (2.22) and (2.29) yield (2.23). h
We now prove the convergence of Xÿn (s, y) to X n(s, y).









k(X n(t, x)ÿ Xÿn (t, x))1An( t)k p < Cn2ÿn(1â)=2: (2:31)







E[1An( t)(jX kn(t, x)j p  j X kn(t, x)j p)] ,1: (2:32)
Indeed, (2.30) is a consequence of (2.32) and (2.29). For r < t, consider the decomposition
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E(jX k1n (t, r; x)j p1An( t)) < C
X6
i1
T k1,in (t, r; x), (2:33)
where
T k1,1n (t, r; x)  jX 0(t, x)j p,





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)A(X kn(s, y))F(ds, dy)
  p1An( t) ,
T k1,3n (t, r; x)  E(jhS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B( X kn(:, ))1[0,r](:), ùniH j p1An( t)),
T k1,4n (t, r; x)  E(jhS(t ÿ :, xÿ )[B(X kn)ÿ B( X kn)](:, )1[0,r](:), ùniH j p1An( t)),
T k1,5n (t, r; x)  E(jhS(t ÿ :, xÿ )D(X kn)(:, )1[0,r](:), hiH j p1An( t)),





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X kn(s, y))ds dy
  p1An( t) :
Under hypotheses weaker than (C2), we proved in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999) that
jX 0(t, x)j < C(kv0kq0  k=u0kq0 ): (2:34)
Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities yield
T k1,2n (t, r; x) < C
 r
0
J (t ÿ s) 1 sup
(u, y)2[0,s]3R2
E(jX kn(u, y)j p1An(u))
" #
ds: (2:35)
Let ôn be the operator de®ned on real-valued functions by
ôn(r)(s, x)  r((s 2ÿn) ^ T , x):
Let E n be the closed subspace of H generated by the orthonormal system
2nTÿ11Äi (:)
 ej(), i  0, . . . , 2n ÿ 1, j  1, . . . , n,
and denote by ðn the orthogonal projection operator on E n. Then since X kn(s, y) is F s n -
measurable, the de®nition of ùn in (1.11) implies





(ðn  ôn)[S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B( X kn(:, ))1[0,r](:)1An(:)](s, y)F(ds, dy)
  p
 !
and, by Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities, if J is de®ned by (A.1),




J (t ÿ s) 1 sup
(u, y)2[0,s]3R2
E(j X kn(u, y)j p1An(u))
" #
ds: (2:36)
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The Cauchy-Schwarz and HoÈlder inequalities, along with (2.11) and (2.22), imply




J (t ÿ s) sup
y2R2




J (t ÿ s) 1 sup
(u, y)2[0,s]3R2





T k1,5n (t, r; x) < Ckhk pH
 r
0
J (t ÿ s) 1 sup
(u, y)2[0,s]3R2
E(jX kn(u, y)j p1An(u))
" #
ds, (2:38)
T k1,6n (t, r; x) < C
 r
0
(t ÿ s) 1 sup
(u, y)2[0,s]3R2









fE([jX kn(u, y)j p
"
 jX kÿ1n (u, y)j p  j X kn(u, y)j p]1An(u))g
#
ds: (2:40)
Set, for any k > 0, t 2 [0, T ],
jkn(t)  sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E((jX kn(s, y)j p  j X kn(s, y)j p)1An(s)):
Then, using (2.40) with r  t and r  tn and adding term by term the corresponding
inequalities, we obtain
jk1n (t) < C
 t
0
[1 jkn(s) jkÿ1n (s)]ds, (2:41)
with the convention jÿ1n (:)  0. Since, by (2.34),
j0n(t) < 2sup
x2R2
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which establishes (2.32). Finally, inequalities (2.23) and (2.30) inply (2.31), which completes
the proof of the lemma. h
In what follows, K denotes an arbitrary compact subset of R2. For any s, t, t 2 [0, T ],
x, x 2 K, y 2 R2, set
ã(t, t, x, x; s, y)  S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)ÿ S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)
and
Ã(t, t, x, x; s, y)  jã(t, t, x, x; s, y)j:
Lemma 2.5. Assume that the function f satis®es condition (C1). For any 0 , ã,
â=(2(1 â)), t, t 2 [0, T ], x, x 2 K,




Ã(t, t, x, x; s, y)ds dy < C(jt ÿ tj1=2  jxÿ xj1=2): (2:43)
Proof. Assume 0 < t < t < T and set
Ã1(t, t, x, x; s, y)  (S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)ÿ S(t ÿ s, xÿ y))1[0, t](s),
Ã2(t, t, x, x; s, y)  j(S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)ÿ S(t ÿ s, xÿ y))1[0, t](s)j,
Ã3(t, t, x, x; s, y)  S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)1[ t,t](s);
then
kÃ(t, t, x, x; :, )k2H < C
X3
i1
kÃi(t, t, x, x; :, )k2H :
For i  1, 2, it is easy to check that
kÃ1(t, t, x, x; :, )k2H < ì t,tÿ t  ~ì t,tÿ t  2(ì t,tÿ t ~ì t,tÿ t)1=2,
kÃ2(t, t, x, x; :, )k2H < M t,xÿx  Nt,xÿx  2(M t,xÿx N t,xÿx)1=2,
where ì t,tÿ t, ~ì t,tÿ t, M t,xÿx, N t,xÿx are de®ned in (A.6)±(A.9), respectively. Finally, for ì(t)
de®ned by (A.2),
kÃ3(t, t, x, x; :, )k2H  ì(t ÿ t):
Thus the estimates (A.11)±(A.13) show (2.42).
In order to prove (2.43), set Ã(t, t, x, x; s, y) <
P2
i1Ãi(t, t, x, x; s, y), with
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Ã1(t, t, x, x; s, y)  jS(t ÿ s, xÿ y)ÿ S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)j,
Ã2(t, t, x, x; s, y)  jS(t ÿ s, xÿ y)ÿ S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)j:





dyÃ1(t, t, x, x; s, y) < C(í t,tÿ t  ~í t,tÿ t  í(t ÿ t)),












dyÃ2(t, t, x, x; s, y) < Ã2,1(t, t, x, x) 2Ã2,2(t, t, x, x),
with








dyjS(t ÿ s, xÿ y)ÿ S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)j,







dyS(t ÿ s, xÿ y):
Using (A.14), we obtain Ã2,1(t, t, x, x) < Cjxÿ xj1=2. Finally, an explicit computation implies





dyÃ2(t, t, x, x; s, y) < Cjxÿ xj1=2: (2:45)
Inequalities (2.44) and (2.45) show (2.43) and conclude the proof of the lemma. h
In the next proposition, we show that the sequence of processes fX n(t, x), n > 1g
satis®es assumption (P1) of Lemma A.2. It proves estimates similar to those in Millet and
Sanz-SoleÂ (1999, Proposition 1.4) which are uniform in n.
Proposition 2.2. Assume (C1), (C2), (C39). For any p 2 [1, 1), 0 < t < t < T , x, x 2 K,
ã 2]0, â=(2(1 â))[,
sup
n
k(X n(t, x)ÿ Xn(t, x))1An(t)k p < C(jt ÿ rjã  jxÿ xjã):
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Proof. Consider the decomposition
E(jX n(t, x)ÿ X n(t, x)j p1An(t)) < C
X6
i1
Rin(t, t; x, x),
where
R1n(t, t; x, x)  jX0(t, x)ÿ X 0(t, x)j p,









R3n(t, t; x, x)  E(jhã(t, t, x, x; :, )B(Xÿn (:, )), ùnij pH 1An(t)),
R4n(t, t; x, x)  E(jhã(t, t, x, x; :, )(B(X n)ÿ B(Xÿn ))(:, ), ùnij pH 1An(t)),
R5n(t, t; x, x)  E(jhã(t, t, x, x; :, )D(Xn(:, )), hij pH 1An(t)),









In the proof of Proposition 1.4 in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999) we checked that (C2) implies
that
R1n(t, t; x, x) < C(jt ÿ tjä  jxÿ xjä) (2:46)
for ä  â=(2(1 â)). Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities yield
R2n(t, t; x, x) < CkÃ(t, t, x, x; :, )k pH 1 sup
(s, y)2[0,T ]3R2
E(jX n(s, y)j p1An( t))
" #
: (2:47)
Using the operators ôn and ðn introduced in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we may rewrite the
scalar product appearing in R3n as a stochastic integral; thus Burkholder's inequality implies





(ðn  ôn)(Ã(t, t, x, x; :, )B(Xÿn (:, ))1An(t))(s, y)F(ds, dy)
  p
 !
< CkÃ(t, t, x, x; :, )k pH 1 sup
(s, y)2[0,T ]3R2
E(jXÿn (s, y)j p1An(s))
" #
: (2:48)
The Cauchy-Schwarz and HoÈlder inequalities, along with (2.11) and (2.31), imply
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R4n(t, t; x, x) < fE(kùnk2 pH 1An(T ))E(kã(t, t, x, x; :, )(B(X n)ÿ B(Xÿn ))(:, )k2 pH 1An(t))g1=2
< Cn p2n p=2kÃ(t, t, x, x; :, )k pH sup
(s, y)2[0,T]3R2
E(jXn(s, y)ÿ Xÿn (s, y)j2 p1An(s))
( )1=2
< Cn2 p2ÿnâ p=2kÃ(t, t, x, x; :, )k pH : (2:49)
Finally
R5n(t, t; x, x) < Ckhk pHkÃ(t, t, x, x; :, )k pH 1 sup
(s, y)2[0,T]3R2
E(jX n(s, y)j p1An(s))
" #
, (2:50)













Hence, (2.46)±(2.51), (2.30) and Lemma 2.5 yield the proposition. h
Remark 2.2. Proposition 2.2 establishes the ã-HoÈlder continuity for the trajectories of X n on
An(T ), because the sets An(t), t 2 [0, T ], are decreasing. In Lemma 2.1 we have shown
limá!1 P(An(T ))  1, so that the trajectories of Xn are almost surely ã-HoÈlder continuous
on [0, T ] 3 K for any ã, â=2(1 â) and any compact subset K of R2.
We now prove that the processes fX n(t, x), n > 1g satisfy condition (P2) of Lemma A2.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that conditions (C1), (C2) and (C39) are satis®ed. Then, for any
p 2 [1, 1), (t, x) 2 [0, T ] 3 K,
lim
n!1k(Xn(t, x)ÿ X (t, x))1An( t)k p  0: (2:52)
Proof. Set
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S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)[(A B)(Xn(s, y))ÿ (A B)(X (s, y))]F(ds, dy),
U 2n(t, x)  hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )[D(X n(:, ))ÿ D(X(:, ))], hiH ,





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)[b(Xn(s, y))ÿ b(X (s, y))]ds dy,
U 4n(t, x)  hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )[B(X n(:, ))ÿ B(Xÿn (:, ))], ùniH ,
U 5n(t, x)  hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )[B(Xÿn (:, ))ÿ B(Xÿ(:, ))], ùniH ,





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)B(Xÿ(s, y))F(ds, dy),





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)[B(X ÿ(s, y))ÿ B(Xÿn (s, y))]F(ds dy),





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)[B(Xÿn (s, y))ÿ B(X n(s, y))]F(ds dy),
with Xÿn and X
ÿ de®ned in (2.15) and (2.16), respectively.
For t 2 [0, T ], let K(t)  fx 2 R2 : d(x, K) < T ÿ tg; ®x t 2 [0, T ] and x 2 K(t).
Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities imply
kU1n(t, x)1An( t)k pp < C
 t
0
J (t ÿ s) sup
y2K(s)
k(X n(s, y)ÿ X (s, y))1An(s)k pp ds:
The Cauchy-Schwarz and HoÈlder inequalities yield
kU 2n(t, x)1An( t)k pp < Ckhk pH
 t
0
J (t ÿ s) sup
y2K(s)
k(X n(s, y)ÿ X (s, y))1An(s)k pp ds:
Analogously,
kU3n(t, x)1An( t)k pp < C
 t
0
(t ÿ s) sup
y2K(s)
k(X n(s, y)ÿ X (s, y))1An(s)k pp ds:
Since





(ðn  ôn)[S(t ÿ :, xÿ )[B(Xÿn )ÿ B(X ÿ)](:, )1An(:)](s, y)F(ds, dy),
Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities easily yield
k(U5n(t, x) U7n(t, x))1An( t)k pp < C
 t
0
J (t ÿ s) sup
y2K(s)
k(Xÿn (s, y)ÿ X ÿ(s, y))1An(s)k pp ds:
Thus, (2.31) and (2.17) ensure that
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k(U5n(t, x) U7n(t, x))1An( t)k pp
< Cn p2ÿn(1â) p=2  C
 t
0
J (t ÿ s) sup
y2K(s)
k(X n(s, y)ÿ X (s, y))1An(s)k p ds:





kU in(t, x)1An( t)k p !n!1 0, i  4, 6, 8: (2:53)
The Cauchy-Schwarz and HoÈlder inequalities, along with (2.11) and (2.31), imply that
kU 4n(t, x)1An( t)k pp
< CfE(kùn1An( t)k2 pH )g1=2 sup
( t,x)2[0,T ]3R2
fE(jX n(t, x)ÿ Xÿn (t, x)j2 p1An( t))g1=2
< Cn2 p2ÿnâ p=2:
Burkholder's and HoÈlder's inequalities and (2.31) imply
kU8n(t, x)1An( t)k pp < C
 t
0
J (t ÿ s) sup
x2R2
(k(Xÿn (s, x)ÿ X n(s, x))1An(s)k pp)ds
< Cn p2ÿn(1â) p=2;
thus (2.53) holds for i  4, 8.
Set kU6n(t, x)1An( t)k pp < C(U 6,1n (t, x) U 6,2n (t, x)), with





[ðn(fôn(S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X ÿ(:, ))))









[ðn(S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X ÿ(:, ))1An(:))(s, y)




By Burkholder's inequality and the fact that ðn is a contraction of H, we deduce that
U 6,1n (t, x) < C E(k[ôn(S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X ÿ(:, )))ÿ S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(Xÿ(:, ))]1An(:)k pH ):
De®ne
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U 6,1,1n (t, x)  E(k[ôn(S(t ÿ :, xÿ ))ÿ S(t ÿ :, xÿ )]ôn(B(X ÿ(:, )))1An(:)k pH ),
U 6,1,2n (t, x)  E(kS(t ÿ :, xÿ )1An(:)[ôn(B(Xÿ(:, )))ÿ B(Xÿ(:, ))]k pH ):
Expressions (2.18) and (A.12) together yield
sup
( t,x)2[0,T ]3R2
U 6,1,1n (t, x) < C2
ÿnã p (2:54)
for any ã, â=2(1 â). Moreover, since X is a particular case of X n, by (2.17) and
Proposition 2.2 we have
sup
(s,x)2[0,T ]3R2
k(X ÿ(s 2ÿn, x)ÿ X ÿ(s, x))1An(s2ÿ n)k p < C2ÿnã (2:55)
for 0 , ã, â=2(1 â). Furthermore, (2.18) yields that if 1=p 1=q  1, then
sup
(s,x)2[0,T ]3R2
(jX ÿ(s 2ÿn, x)j  jXÿ(s, x)j)1An(s)nAn(s2ÿ n) p < C[P(An(T ))c]1=q,





U6,1,2n (t, x)  0: (2:56)
Inequalities (2.54) and (2.56) imply
lim
n!1 sup( t,x)2[0,T ]3R2
U 6,1n (t, x)  0: (2:57)
Let IH denote the identity operator on the Hilbert space H. Burkholder's inequality yields
U 6,2n (t, x) < CZn(t, x), with, for (t, x) 2 [0, T ] 3 R2,
Zn(t, x)  E(k(ðn ÿ IH )(S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(Xÿ(:, ))1An(:))k pH ):
The sequence (k(ðn ÿ IH )(S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(Xÿ(:, )) 3 1An(:))kH ), n > 1, decreases to 0 as
n!1. It is bounded by supn 2kS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X ÿ(:, ))kH ; we prove that this last
random variable belongs to L p(Ù). Indeed, The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies
E sup
n
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T1  E(kS(t ÿ :, xÿ )(1 jX 0(:, ))jk pH ),





















S(sÿ r, zÿ æ)(A B)(X (r, æ))F(dr, dæ)
   p=2
!
,






dy dz S(t ÿ s, xÿ y) f (jyÿ zj)S(t ÿ s, xÿ z)
 
:
3 jh1[0,sn](:)S(sÿ :, yÿ )D(X (:, )), hiH j









































S(sÿ r, yÿ ç)(A B)(X (r, ç))F(dr, dç)







S(sÿ r, zÿ æ)(A B)(X (r, æ))F(dr, dæ)
  p 1=2:




S(sÿ r, yÿ ç)(A B)(X (r, ç))F(dr, dç), F ô
 
and (A.11) imply that
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T2 < C 1 sup
(s, y)2[0,T]3R2
E(jX (s, y)j p)
" #
:
A similar, easier computation using The Cauchy-Schwarz's and HoÈlder's inequality yields
T3  T4 < C 1 sup
(s, y)2[0,T ]3R2
E(jX (s, y)j p)
" #
:
Therefore, these estimations and (A.15) imply, for p 2 [1, 1[,
E sup
n
kS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(Xÿ(:, ))k pH
 
,1:
Thus, by dominated convergence, the sequence (Zn(t, x))n>1 decreases to 0. Moreover,
Zn(t, x) is jointly continuous in (t, x); consequently, by Dini's theorem,
sup
( t,x)2[0,T ]3K




U 6,2n (t, x) !
n!1 0: (2:58)
The convergences (2.57) and (2.58) complete the proof of (2.53) for i  6, and hence that of
the proposition. h
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Since equation (2.2) de®ning the process fX (t, x), (t, x) 2
[0, T ] 3 R2g is a particular case of (2.1) which de®nes fX n(t, x), (t, x) 2 [0, T ] 3 R2g,
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 ensure the validity of conditions (P1) and (P2) of Lemma A.2 for the
sequence of processes Yn(t, x) : X n(t, x)ÿ X (t, x) and the sequence of adapted sets
Bn(t) : An(t) de®ned in (2.10). Therefore, given any 0 , ã, â=2(1 â), p 2 [1, 1),
lim
n!1E(kX n ÿ Xk
p
ã,K1An(T ))  0, (2:59)
where k:kã,K is given by (1.5).
Fix å. 0; by Lemma 2.1 there exists n0 2 N such that P(An(T )c) , å for n > n0. Then,
for any ç. 0,
P(kX n ÿ Xkã,K . ç) < å P(kX n ÿ Xkã,K . ç, An(T ))
< å çÿ pE(kXn ÿ Xk pã,K1An(T )): (2:60)
Since å. 0 is arbitrary, (2.59) and (2.60) show (2.4). h
3. Approximation in L p
In the previous section, we proved an approximation theorem in probability, by showing the
L p convergence of the sequence X n localized by An,M(n). The aim of this section is to check
that under a stronger growth assumption on the coef®cients, a slight modi®cation of the proof
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yields the L p-convergence of X n to X without localization. Let us introduce the following
growth condition:
(C49) There exists ä 2 (0, 1) and a constant C . 0 such that, for x 2 R2,
jA(x)j  jB(x)j  jD(x)j  jb(x)j < C(1 jxjä):
Then we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1. Assume (C1), (C2) and (C49), and let X and X n be de®ned by (2.1) and
(2.2), respectively. For any ã 2 (0, â=2(1 â)), every compact subset K  R2 and every
p 2 [1, 1),
lim
n
k kX n ÿ Xkã,Kk p  0: (3:1)
The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 2.1, and will only be sketched. It depends
on several technical lemmas, which are `unlocalized' versions of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that conditions (C1), (C2) and (C49) hold. Then, for any p 2 [1, 1),
t 2 [0, T ], ä9 2]ä, 1[ and n > 1,
sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kn(s, y)ÿ X kn(s, y)j p)
< Cn p=22ÿn(1â)p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2












Proof. Consider the decomposition




where each term ~T k,in is deduced from the corresponding term T
k,i
n introduced in (2.24) by
removing 1An( t).
Let p and q be conjugate exponents such that ä p  ä9. Then The Cauchy-Schwarz and
HoÈlder inequalities, along with (1.13) and (A.11), imply
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~T k,2(t, x) < E(k1( tn, t]ùnkqpH )1=qE(k1[ tn, t](:)S(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X kÿ1n (:, ))k ppH )1= p
< Cn p=22n p=22ÿn p=2 ì(t ÿ tn) p p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)jä p p)
 !" #1= p
< Cn p=22ÿn((1â)=2) p 1 sup
(s, y)2[0, t]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)jä9p)
" #
:
The upper estimates of ~T k,in , i  1, 3, 4 are obtained by means of a straightforward
modi®cation of those of T k,in in the proof of Lemma 2.3; this concludes the proof of (3.2).
Using the arguments in the proof of Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999, Theorem 1.2), we





(kX kn(s, x)ÿ X n(s, x)k p  k X kn(s, x)ÿ Xÿn (s, x)k p)  0: (3:4)
Therefore, (3.2) and (3.4) imply (3.3). h
We now prove L p-convergence of Xÿn (s, y) to Xn(s, y).









kX n(t, x)ÿ Xÿn (t, x)k p < Cn1=22ÿn(1â)=2: (3:6)







(kX kn(t, x)k p  k X kn(t, x)k p) ,1: (3:7)
Indeed, (3.4) and (3.7) imply (3.5), while (3.3) and (3.5) yield (3.6). For r < t, consider the
decomposition
E(jX k1n (t, r; x)j p) < C
X6
i1
~T k1,in (t, r; x), (3:8)
where ~T k1,in (t, r; x) is deduced from the term T
k1,i
n (t, r; x) in (2.33) by removing 1An( t).
The arguments used to obtain upper estimates of ~T k1,in for i 6 4 are similar to that in Lemma
2.4 and are omitted. They yield the analogues of (2.34)±(2.36), (2.38) and (2.39).
Let ä9 2]ä, 1[, p  (ä9)ÿ1, p and q be conjugate exponents; then The Cauchy-Schwarz
and HoÈlder inequalities, along with (A.11) and (1.12), yield
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~T k1,4n (t, r; x) < E(kùnkq pH )1=q E(kS(t ÿ :, xÿ )1[0,r](:)[B(X kn)ÿ B( X kn)](:, )k p pH )1= p
< Cn p=22n p=2 sup
(s, y)2[0,r]3R2




~T k1,4n (t, r; x) < Cn
p=22np=2 n p p=22ÿn(1â) p p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0,r]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)jä9 p p)
" #( )1= p
< Cn p2ÿnâ p=2 1 sup
(s, y)2[0,r]3R2
E(jX kÿ1n (s, y)j p)
" #
: (3:9)





E(jX kn(s, y)j p  j X kn(s, y)j p):
Then, for every k > 0,
~jk1n (t) < C
 t
0
[1 ~jkn(s) ~jkÿ1n (s)]ds:
Since sup0< t<T ~j0n(t)  C ,1, this implies (3.7). h
Replacing (2.30) and (2.31) by (3.5) and (3.6) respectively, the arguments in the proofs of
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 yield the following result:
Proposition 3.2. Assume (C1), (C2) and (C49). Let K be a compact subset of R2 and
p 2 [1, 1); then we have the following:
(i) For 0 , ã, â=(2(1 â)), 0 < t < t < T , x, x 2 K,
sup
n
kXn(t, x)ÿ X n(t, x)k p  kX (t, x)ÿ X (t, x)k p < C(jt ÿ tjã  jxÿ xjã): (3:10)
(ii) For (t, x) 2 [0, T ]xK,
lim
n
kXn(t, x)ÿ X (t, x)k p  0: (3:11)
Proof of Proposition 3.1. To conclude the proof of this proposition, it suf®ces to apply Bally
et al. (1995, Lemma A.1). Indeed, the results proved in the previous proposition ensure the
validity of the hypothesis of that lemma. h
Appendix
This section quotes some notation introduced in our previous paper (Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ
1999), which is extensively used along the paper. It also contains some technical results.
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dzjS(s, y)ÿ S(s, yÿ î)j f (jyÿ zj)jS(s, z)ÿ S(s, zÿ î)j: (A:9)
A direct computation shows that
í t,h  ~í t,h < Ch1=2: (A:10)
Assume that f satis®es assumption (C1); then Lemma A.1 in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999)
implies that
J (t) < Ctâ, ì(t) < Ctâ1, t 2 [0, T ], (A:11)
while, for t 2 [0, T ], h _ jîj < 1
2
and 0 , ä, â=(1 â), Lemma A.5 in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ
(1999) shows that
ì t,h  ~ì t,h < Chä, (A:12)
M t,î  Nt,î < Cjîjä: (A:13)
Furthermore, (A.24) in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999) yields that for 0 < s < T, x 2 R2,






dz(S(r, z)ÿ S(r, zÿ x)) < Cjxj1=2: (A:14)
The following result is a slight generalization of Theorem 1.2 in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ
(1999).
Lemma A.1. Suppose (C1), (C2) end (C93); for any T . 0, equation (2.1) (equation (2.2))






E(jX (t, x)j p) ,1, p 2 [1, 1): (A:15)
Sketch of proof. Since (2.2) is a particular case of (2.1), we only prove the existence of the
solution to (2.1). The argument for (2.2) is simpler, since no localization is required. Given
M . 0, consider the evolution equation





S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)A(X n,M (s, y))F(ds, dy)
 hS(t ÿ :, xÿ )B(X n,M (:, )), ùn,M iH






S(t ÿ s, xÿ y)b(X n,M (s, y))ds dy: (A:16)
A slight extension of the proof of Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999, Theorem 1.2) based on
Picard's iteration scheme ± using The Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality for the scalar products,
Gronwall's lemma and (A.11) ± provides the existence and uniqueness of the solution to
(A.16). For any (t, x) 2 [0, 1] 3 R2, de®ne
Xn(t, x)  X n,M (t, x) on An,M (T ):
For ®xed n and M, the sets (An,M (t)) t2[0,T ] are decreasing in t. Therefore, a standard
argument based on the local property of stochastic integrals implies that this de®nition is
consistent and, since P([M>1 An,M (1))  1 for every integer n, this provides the existence and
uniqueness of solution to equation (2.1).
The proof of (A.15) is a straightforward extension of the corresponding inequality (1.8)
in Millet and Sanz-SoleÂ (1999). h
The following lemma is a localized version of Lemma A.1 in Bally et al. (1995). For the
sake of completeness we give the main arguments of the proof.
Lemma A.2. Let fYn(t, x), (t, x) 2 K0g, n > 1, be a sequence of processes indexed by
K0  [0, T ] 3 K, K being a compact set of R2. Let fBn(t), t 2 [0, T ]g  F be a sequence
of adapted sets which, for every n, decreases in t. Make the following assumptions, for every
p 2 (1, 1):
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(P1) There exists ä. 0 such that, for any 0 < t < t < T, x, x 2 K,
sup
n
E(jYn(t, x)ÿ Yn(t, x)j p1Bn(t)) < C(jt ÿ tj  jxÿ xj)3ä:
(P2) For every (t, x) 2 [0, T ] 3 K,
lim
n!1E(jYn(t, x)j
p1Bn( t))  0:




r,K1Bn(T ))  0:























jzÿ zjæ 1Bn(t) dz dz:
Clearly, by Fubini's theorem, E(Z) < CB9, so that
P(Z . ë p) < Cëÿ p B9:
The Garsia±Rodemich±Rumsey lemma yields
jYn(z)ÿ Yn(z)j1Bn(t) < C Z1= pjzÿ zjr0 ,




jzÿ zjr . ë, Bn(T )
 !
< ëÿ p E sup
z 6z
jYn(z)ÿ Yn(z)j p
jzÿ zjr p 1Bn(T )
 !
< Cëÿ p E(Z) < Cëÿ p:
On the set Bn(T ), we now proceed exactly as in Bally et al. (1995, Lemma A.1) and show
that for any å. 0, r 2 [1, p), there exists N 2 N such that, for any n > N,
E(kYnkrâ,K1Bn(T )) < å r  Cå:
h
Remark A.1. Under condition (C1), inequalities (A.12) and (A.13) have been improved in a
recent paper of Millet and Morien (2000) as follows. For 0 , ä, â, 1,
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ì t,h  ~ì t,h < Chä, M t,î  N t,î < Cjîjä: (A:17)
Suppose that (C2) is replaced by the following condition:
(C29) u0 : R
2 ! R2 is of class C 1 and bounded with â-HoÈlder continuous partial
derivatives, and v0 : R
2 ! R2 is such that jv0j  j=v0j 2 Lq0 for some q0 2]4 _ 2=(1ÿ â)[.
The processes u and X have almost surely ã-HoÈlder continuous trajectories for 0 , ã, â, and
the same arguments show that Theorem 2.1 can be reinforced to characterize the topological
support of u in C ã([0, T ] 3 K) for ã 2]0, â[. All intermediary results can also be stated for
ã 2]0, â[ instead of ã 2]0, â=(2(1 â))[. h
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